
 

Grace Gifts - Statements To Help You See Your Spiritual Strength 
(circle the letter next to each statement that describes you. When finished count and record the number of each of the seven letters that 

you have circled on page 4. Then separately do the same for second part of page 4, record these results at the bottom of page 4.) 
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S  001  I always do more than I am asked. I want to do a good job. 

S  002  I enjoy working with my hands. 

C  003  I can tell when someone is insincere. 

C  004  I am quick to trust someone, because I am trustworthy. 

C  005  I hate it when someone is offended or embarrassed. 

A  006  I will take over a situation if no one else will. 

A  007  I don’t care who gets the credit as long as my project gets done. 

A  008  I don’t let criticism get to me, as long as I get my job finished. 

G  009  I like to back up ministries or bless the needy. 

E  010  I see trials as chances to grow spiritually. 

E  011  I accept people just like they are. 

P  012  I have a strong desire to see God’s will in everything I do. 

P  013  I want to be pure and want others to show me blind spots. I want to show others their 
shortcomings. 

G  014  I want to feel apart of the ministry I give money to. 

G  015  I like to pray for people’s needs and for the lost. 

T  016  I would rather teach in the church then evangelize. 

T  017  I want to check out the sources to prove something is true rather than taking a person’s 
word for it. 

C  018  I always look for good the in people. 

A  019  I enjoy delegating tasks and supervising people.T 

T  020  I have a select circle of friends. 

S  021  I cannot stand living in clutter. 

G  022  I am not gullible. 

T  023  I am disciplined. 

P  024  I see everything as black and white, there is no gray areas. 
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C  025  I can’t stand it when someone is hurting, I want to make them feel better. 

A  026  I do not stick my nose where I’m not wanted, but if I am asked I am eager to accomplish 
the task. 

P  027  I size up the character of people or groups. 

S  028  I feel pleasure when I do something I know is helpful. 

P  029  I tend to be introspective. 

S  030  I have a hard time saying no when asked for help. 

T  031  I love to study and do research. 

C  032  I am always aware of hurting people and am attracted to them. 

A  033  I enjoy working on long range projects. 

E  034  I like to work with people. 

E  035  I like to talk and give my ideas. 

T  036  Has anyone ever told you that they understood the Bible better because you explained 
it clearly? 

P  037  I am bold and frank with my words. 

P  038  I am deeply bothered by others’ sins, especially church people. 

P  039  I am drawn to pray for others. 

T  040  I think that truth has power to cause change. 

G  041  I like to give help to others secretly. 

G  042  I am good with finances and use money wisely. 

C  043  I like to take my time doing something, I hate being rushed. 

C  044  I love to do thoughtful things for others. 

G  045  I will volunteer when I hear of a real need. 

E  046  I hate counseling people who show no signs of change. 

S  047  I would rather do the job myself, instead of getting someone else to do it. 

A  048  I feel at home leading and organizing. 

A  049  I want a new challenge as soon as I finish my last one. 
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T  050  I think Bible study is more important than other church activities. 

G  051  I am interested in quality and craftsmanship. 

A  052  I enjoy organizing things that are my responsibility. 

T  053  I like to build my vocabulary. 

S  054  I show my love for others in deeds and actions more than words. 

S  055  I need to feel appreciated. 

S  056  I enjoy showing hospitality. 

E  057  I love to encourage others to live victorious lives. 

E  058  I make decisions easily. 

E  058  I always complete what I start. 

P  059  I tend to be a loner with at the most a few close friends. 

P  060  I have strong convictions. 

P  061  I have strict personal standards. 

T  062  I can’t stand someone using verses out of context from the Bible. 

T  063  I enjoy word studies and even reading a dictionary. 

T  064  I want to emphasize facts and keep things accurate. 

A  065  I want to see things completed as soon as possible. 

A  066  I hate doing routine things. 

A  067  I find great joy in working to accomplish goals. 

G  068  I give freely of my money, time, energy, and things. 

G  069  I strongly believe in tithing and giving special offerings. 

G  070  I like to get the most for my money. 

C  071  I enjoy showing love to others and making them feel good. 

C  072  I am sensitive to the emotions of others. 

C  073  I cannot stand confrontation or conflict. 

P  074  I am sensitive to good and evil, and I hate any bit of dishonesty or evil. 

A  075  I would rather work with other. 



 

 
SCORE   A_____  C_____ E_____ G_____ P_____ S_____ T_____   
 
These are typical misuses of a grace gift. 

 
 
SCORE   A_____  C_____ E_____ G_____ P_____ S_____ T_____   
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E  076  I like to give precise steps of action to help others grow spiritually. 

G  077  I hate waste or unwise spending in others. 

E  078  I keep a positive attitude. 

E  079  I want to clear the air between someone right away. 

E  080  I expect a lot from myself and others. 

S  081  I want to meet the needs of others before my own. 

S  082  I always have to be doing something. 

S  083  When someone asks a favor of you, do you feel grateful that they asked you? 

C  084  I am more concerned about how someone feels than their physical needs. 

C  01  I am easily hurt by others. 

S  02  I think people who won’t get up and help are lazy. 

T  03  I think facts are more important than doing something about it. 

G  04  I would rather donate some money than go help someone. 

P  05  I struggle with my self image. 

E  06  I am outspoken and have strong opinions. 

A  07  I use people to get my goals accomplished. 

S  08  I can’t stand someone doing something for me and won’t let me even pay them. 

T  09  I am always getting sidetracked by new things. 

G  10  I like to give my own kids everything, I have to spoil them. 

P  11  I am blunt and tend to judge people too fast. 

E  12  I know I should not, but I interrupt others to get my point of view in a discussion. 

A  13  I get mad at people who can not see the important task I’m doing and help out. 

C  14  I get mad at someone when I think they were mean or insensitive to someone I care 
about. 


